MARION BAZZOLI
FRENCH VEGAN TRANSLATOR

Translation and linguistic services

Do you represent a company, an association or an organisation?
Do you operate in the worlds of veganism, environment or animals rights?
Do you write your material in English or Italian and don't have the time or resources
to translate them into French internally?

I can help you!
Since 2013, I provide linguistic services, from English and Italian into French.

Key figures
Freelance translator since 2013
Vegan since 2018
Over 1,200,000 words translated for marketing and communication, including in
these sectors: fashion, e-commerce, consumer goods and luxury
10 satisfied clients
2 letters of reference

Key facts
Areas: veganism, environment and animals
Fashion, food, health, lifestyle, innovations, travel and tourism, and all subjects on
these three areas
Types of services: translation, reviewing, proofreading, cultural adaptation,
creation of guidelines and creation of glossaries
Member of the French directory Vegan France Interpro
Blog for vegan companies available here
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What you will get
Improve your visibility
Target your French market
Increase your sales
Reinforce your French community

Interested? Get in touch by email to talk about your project.

Opening hours: Monday to Friday, 9.30 to 18.30 (GMT +1, Paris time)
Answer under 24 hours (working days)
Quote and briefing creation for free
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